Instruments of Peace          D D D D G G D D (2X)
D                                G
Make us instruments of peace     D
Where there is hatred – let love reign D
G                                D
Make us instruments of peace     D
In dissonance bring harmony A
G                                D
O Prince of Peace your song we sing A
G                                D
To be sons and daughters of the King

{G D G D ... D ...}
Salaam Shalom Salaam Shalom
D                                G
Make us instruments of peace     D
Bringing hope to hopeless things D
G                                D
Make us instruments of peace     D
In darkness, light for all to see A
G                                D
O Prince of Peace your song we sing A
G                                D
To be sons and daughters of the King

{G D G D}
Salaam Shalom Salaam Shalom
G D C G A   {D D D D G G D D}
Salaam Shalom Salaam Shalom
A                                G
O Prince of Peace your song we sing A
G                                D
To be sons and daughters of the King